Information Extra tion from Web Pages Based on k-testable Tree
Automaton Indu tion (extended abstra t)
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Abstra t

Information extra tion refers to the pro ess of extra ting spe i pie es of information from a do ument; for instan e, extra ting from a text the names
of the authors. Mu h of the work on information extra tion from HTML or XML do uments uses methods for pro essing strings, su h as nite automata.
However, as these do uments have a tree stru ture,
it seems natural to exploit this stru ture by using
te hniques that parse trees, not strings. Tree automata are a suitable devi e for this. In this paper
we explore methods for automati ally learning tree
automata that an be used for extra ting spe i information in tree-stru tured do uments. We present
an overview of several algorithms we have experimented with, as well as experimental results.
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Introdu tion

Information extra tion is the pro ess of extra ting
spe i information from do uments. For example,
one task might be to extra t, from a text on some
event, the date and lo ation of the event. A wrapper is a pro edure that takes as input a do ument
and, using information extra tion te hniques, yields
a more stru tured des ription of the do ument, for
instan e, a form with pre-de ned elds that have
an unambiguous meaning and ontain the essential
information in the do ument.
Information extra tion intera ts with information
retrieval in a number of ways. First, it an be a
prepro essing step for do ument retrieval. As argued by Lin and Ho (2002), many websites ontain
redundant information that an mislead sear h engines. An information extra tion system an be used
to lter many irrelevant or redundant features from
a do ument and thus improve the indexing pro ess.
One ould also onsider the use of wrappers to reate stru tured summaries of do uments that an be
used by do ument retrieval systems.
As a post-pro essor, an information extra tion
system an be used to re-s ore the relevan e ranking of the do uments stored by information retrieval
systems. For instan e, following the ideas in Bear
et al. (1997), one ould use an information extra -

tion system to extra t the most relevant nodes of
a HTML do ument, ount how many nodes are extra ted, and re-s ore the relevan e of the do ument
based on that. Obviously, information extra tion is
also useful for retrieving information on a more negrained level than omplete do uments.
Information extra tion pro edures or wrappers
are typi ally onstru ted for a spe i kind of do uments, be ause for information extra tion to work
well, do uments must be suÆ iently homogeneous
with respe t to semanti s and/or format. Obviously,
it is umbersome to manually write wrappers for
many di erent types of do uments. Hen e, there is a
large interest in automati onstru tion of wrappers
using ma hine learning te hniques; this is referred
to as wrapper indu tion. To automati ally learn
wrappers, one needs a formalism that is suÆ iently
powerful to represent a broad lass of algorithms,
but still limited enough to be able to learn them
automati ally.
A lot of work in the eld of information extra tion fo uses on extra ting information from unstru tured text. In that ase it is natural to onsider the
use of nite automata as wrappers: these handle
strings, they have a reasonably large expressiveness
and there exist algorithms for learning them automati ally (Murphy, 1996). On the Web, however,
many do uments are tree-stru tured; this is spe i ally the ase for HTML and XML do uments. Although they an be handled by pro essing the do ument as a string, it seems natural to try to exploit
the tree stru ture of these do uments. Tree automata are then an obvious hoi e: they are the ounterpart of nite automata for tree stru tured data.
Gottlob and Ko h (2002) have re ently related indu tion of tree automata to wrapper indu tion approa hes, and found that all existing wrapper indu tion methods are spe ial ases of indu tion of tree
automata. This provides additional motivation for
the use of tree automata for information extra tion
from web do uments.
Kosala et al. (2002) investigate a number of approa hes to indu tion of tree automata from HTML
do uments. This extended abstra t is based on that
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state (a state 2 ). The set of all trees a epted by
a tree automaton is alled the language de ned
by .
For example, for = f 2 1 0g, = f 1 2g,
= f 2g, and  = f ( 1 1) ! 1 ( 1 2) !
2 ( 2 1) ! 2 ( 2 2) ! 2 ( 1) ! 2 ( 2) !
) a epts
2 ! 1 g, the tree automaton (
those trees that have a in them, and only those.
Given that a tree automaton a epts or reje ts a
whole tree, how an we use it for information extra tion, where the aim is really to return a spe i node
in the tree? We follow the pro edure proposed by
Freitag (1997): we use a spe ial symbol to denote
the eld of interest. The automaton should a ept a
tree if and only if o urs in the tree in the position
of a node that is to be extra ted. By onse utively
substituting for ea h node in a tree and running
the tree automaton to see whether the resulting tree
is a epted, we an identify all elds of interest.
We have now introdu ed the on ept of tree automata and how they an be used for extra ting a
single node from a tree. In the next se tion we disuss how this approa h an be followed in the ontext of information extra tion from web pages.
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Figure 1: The tree represented in textual notation
as ( ( ( )) ).
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paper; we here fo us less on te hni al details of the
algorithms but des ribe them at a more intuitive
level.
The remainder of this text is stru tured as follows.
In Se tion 2 we brie y introdu e tree automata and
explain how they an be used for information extra tion. In Se tion 3 we dis uss the prepro essing
of HTML do uments that we found ne essary in order to make our approa h pra ti ally feasible. In
Se tion 4 we turn our attention to the indu tion
of tree automata, again in the ontext of information extra tion. We introdu e several indu tion algorithms with whi h we have experimented. These
experiments are presented in detail in Se tion 5. In
Se tion 6 we on lude.
2

Tree Automata

A ranked label
is a symbol with a natural
number ( alled its rank or arity) asso iated with
it. Let denote a set of ranked labels, and k its
subset of labels of rank . = [k k . A tree over
the set is de ned as follows: a label of rank 0, say
0, is a tree (denoted ); if is a label of rank
and 1
n are trees, then ( 1
n ) is a
tree; nothing else is a tree.
For example, with
= f 2 1 0g,
( ( ( )) ) is a tree over . It is depi ted graphi ally in Figure 1.
A deterministi tree automaton (DTA) is a
quadruple (  ) where is a set of ranked
labels, is a nite set of states,  is ak set of
nal or a epting states, and  : [k ( k  ) !
is the so- alled transition fun tion of . Thus, if
1 2 are states, then (
1 2 ) = 2 de nes a
single transition in . We will also use the notation ( 1 2) ! 2.
A DTA pro esses trees bottom up. It starts with
assigning states to leaves, a ording to the transition fun tion. Whenever all hildren of a node have
had a state assigned to them, the node itself is also
assigned a state (again in a ordan e with the transition fun tion). This pro ess goes on until as many
nodes as possible are assigned a state (nodes for
whi h no transition applies may exist). We say that
a tree is a epted if the root is assigned an a epting
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Prepro essing of HTML
Do uments

The task we fa e is the following. We wish to learn
a tree automaton that re ognizes when the marker
is in the pla e of the information to be extra ted. The input of the learning pro ess is a set of examples, more pre isely HTML do uments with the
elds of interest indi ated. These would typi ally be
provided by a human user. We assume that there
are only positive examples, that is, the user does
not need to provide examples of elds that are not
to be extra ted.
From the set of positive examples, our learning algorithm should onstru t a tree automaton that a epts all these examples, and generalizes over them
in the sense that it should also a ept previously
unseen do uments where the marker is in the right
lo ation.
It is not feasible to learn a tree automaton from
the original HTML do uments, for two reasons.
First, a typi al HTML do ument ontains a limited
set of markup tags, but at the lowest level of the
tree an unlimited set of symbols (any text) an o ur. To limit the omplexity of the tree automaton
to be learnt, we need to limit the size of the set
by prepro essing the do uments.
A step that drasti ally redu es the size of , is to
repla e all plain text by the symbol CDATA (ex ept
the text to be extra ted, whi h is repla ed by the
marker ). In this ase the information extra tion
pro edure has only the exa t stru ture of the do ument and the markup tags as guidan e. This seems
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Figure 2: An example of the substitution of CDATA
for text. \tel" is the losest (to x) invariant label
and is kept as a distinguishing ontext, other text is
hanged into CDATA.

(c)

Figure 3: Transformation of an unranked tree into
a ranked tree. (a) The original tree. (b) Nodes are
linked to their immediately pre eding sibling instead
of their parent, ex ept for the leftmost hild of that
parent. ( ) The new tree.
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a very diÆ ult task, and indeed experimental results
with this approa h show that overgeneralization o urs, that is, the indu ed tree automaton a epts
many more trees than it should. This problem is
alleviated in the following way.
The eld to be extra ted in HTML do uments is
often re ognizable by some spe i text o urring
near it. We all this the distinguishing ontext. Our
approa h is to repla e all text by CDATA ex ept this
distinguishing ontext, whi h is kept inta t. The
distinguishing ontext is determined automati ally,
using the following heuristi . The prepro essor looks
for the invariant text label that is nearest to the eld
of interest and o urs at the same distan e from the
eld of interest in all examples. If no su h text is
found, no ontext is used and all text is turned into
CDATA. Figure 2 shows an example.
A se ond problem we fa e when trying to apply automaton indu tion algorithms in the ontext
of HTML do uments, is that HTML trees are unranked: a root with a given label an have an inde nite number of hildren. We have only ranked
tree automaton inferen e algorithms at our disposal
(indu tion of unranked tree automata is a di erent
and more omplex problem).
Fortunately, unranked trees an easily be transformed into ranked trees. Multiple hildren of a
single node are then handled by putting them in a
tree stru ture. More spe i ally, in the transformed
tree, ea h node of the original tree o urs with as left
hild its leftmost hild in the original tree (if any)
and as right hild the sibling that o urs immediately to its right (if any). Figure 3 illustrates the
pro ess. A formal de nition of this transformation
is given by Kosala et al. (2002). . Note that in the
resulting binary tree it is essential to distinguish left
and right subtrees of a node; if a node has only one
hild (that is, the other one is empty) it must still
be lear whether it is the left or right hild.

(b)

(a)
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Indu ing Tree Automata

We have seen what tree automata are and how to
represent HTML do uments as ranked trees. The
next topi we fo us on is: how an one learn tree
automata from example trees?
We have implemented several tree automaton indu tion algorithms and experimented with them.
The basi algorithm that we started from, is the soalled -testable algorithm developed by Ri o-Juan
et al. (2000).
A tree automaton (or the language it de nes) is testable if it an be de ided whether a tree belongs
to the language or not by looking only at trees of
height at most (we de ne the height of a tree as
the maximum number of nodes on any path from
root to leaf).
For instan e, if is a 2-testable language then
it is impossible that 1 = ( ( ) ( )) and 2 =
( ( ) ( )) are in but 3 = ( ( ) ( )) is not.
The reason is that f ( ) ( ) ( )g are the subtrees of height 2 that o ur in 1 and 2 and that no
other subtrees o ur in 3.
A -testable automaton never needs more states
than there are trees of height 1 or less. Given
a number of trees and1 a xed , the most spe i
-testable automaton that a epts all these trees
is the one that has a di erent state for ea h o urring subtree of height at most 1, and allows only
the state transitions observed in the examples. The
algorithm by Ri o-Juan et al. onstru ts this automaton: it just olle ts all di erent subtrees of height
at most 1 and reates a di erent state for ea h,
assigns these states to all nodes of the tree, and subsequently adds all observed state transitions to .
It does this as follows.
In the terminology of Ri o-Juan et al., \fork"
refers to any subtree of a tree, \root" to a subtree
o urring at the top of the tree, and \subtree" to
a subtree o urring at the bottom of the tree (that
1 We all an automaton M more spe i
than M2 if the
1
language it de nes is a subset of the language de ned by M2 .
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is, for whi h all leaves are also leaves of the original
tree). From here on we use the term \subtree" in
the same sense as Ri o-Juan et al. For a -testable
language, the algorithm gathers all roots of height
1 (\ 1-roots"), subtrees of height 1 or less,
and forks of height . For instan e, given the tree
( ( ) ), with = 3 the root ( ), fork ( ( ) )
and subtrees ( ) and are gathered.
For a -testable automaton, all en ountered transitions are derivable from these forks, and all states
needed are in the root, subsets, and
1-roots
of the forks. To distinguish between trees and
states, we will denote the state asso iated with a
tree as . Thus, if we hoose = 3, then for
the example tree above the 3-testable automaton
with states f ( ) ( ) g, transition fun tion  =
f ( ( ) ) ! ( ) ( ) ! ( ) ! g and nal state
( ) is derived. It a epts exa tly this tree. A
formal des ription of the algorithm, and also of the
extensions we are about to dis uss next, an be
found in Kosala et al. (2002).
When applying this algorithm to information extra tion, we identi ed some problems. One is that
the resulting tree automaton, when applied to unseen do uments, often was unable to parse the whole
tree be ause ertain kinds of transitions were needed
that were never observed in the training set. This
is in part due to the size of , whi h even with the
CDATA prepro essing step is still large. Note for instan e that the automaton annot rea h an a epting state, hen e that the extra tion task fails, when
the do ument ontains a symbol that does not o ur
in the training set. HTML trees are often large and
may ontain parts that are entirely irrelevant to the
extra tion task. Hen e any symbol in su h irrelevant
part that does not o ur in the training set auses
failure of the extra tion task.
This is a lear ase of undergeneralization: the
resulting automaton is too spe i and too strongly
biased towards examples very similar to those in the
training set. To improve generalization properties of
the indu tion algorithm, we have developed two extensions to the algorithm. Both onsist of generalizing the transition fun tion of the original -testable
automaton, by learning transition rules that over a
set of states instead of a single state. This is done
by introdu ing wild ards instead of spe i labels in
these transition rules.
For example, where the original algorithm would
learn a transition ( ( ) )! ( ) if and only if this
transition o urs at least on e in the example dataset, the modi ed algorithms might generalize this
transition into ( () )! ( ), thus also allowing
the automaton to parse ( ( ( )) ) even if no orresponding forks o urred in the examples.
Stronger generalization o urs if we put wildards at other than the lowest level. The transition
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(() )! ( ) indi ates that also the label immediately below an be anything, and the resulting
state is in this ase not determined. Thus when generalizing at any but the lowest level in this way, the
resulting automaton be omes nondeterministi .2
Our two extensions di er in the way they introdu e these wild ards.
The -testable algorithm works as follows. Next
to the parameter , whi h has the same meaning as in the -testable approa h, there is a parameter . The algorithm distinguishes so- alled ontext forks, whi h ontain the marker , and \other
forks", whi h do not ontain the marker. Context
forks are kept in the set and are not generalized
with wild ards. Other forks are stored in the set
and these are generalized by introdu ing wild ards
for all labels below the level . The idea behind this
is to allow stronger generalization in those parts of
the tree that do not ontain the eld to be extra ted,
than in those that do.
The -testable algorithm performs a more ompli ated kind of generalization. Instead of replaing all labels below a given level with wild ards,
it inserts these wild ards more sele tively. For instan e, while the -testable algorithm onsiders the
minimal generalization of a state ( ( ) ( )) to be
( () ()), the -testable algorithm an also onsider generalizations ( () ( )) and ( ( ) ()).
This additional exibility auses the sear h for
good generalizations to be more ompli ated. While
generalizations for the -testable algorithm are fully
ordered, the generalizations onsidered in -testable
are partially ordered and thus form a latti e that an
be sear hed. The algorithm sear hes for generalizations that do not over any ontext forks or subtrees.
More spe i ally, in a rst step it tries to perform
a relatively strong generalization over a set of forks:
given a subset of forks with the same tree stru ture,
it generalizes them towards a single fork by introduing wild ards in ea h node that does not have the
same label in all forks. This generalization may or
may not be su esful (it fails if the generalization
overs a ontext fork). If it su eeds, the result is a
single fork; if it does not, the result is the original
set of forks. In a se ond step it autiously further
generalizes the fork(s) resulting from the rst step
by introdu ing more wild ards one by one, avoiding
in ea h step to over ontext forks.
To illustrate these pro edures, assume we have
sets of ontext forks f ( )g and other forks
f ( ) ( )g. The -testable algoritm an only
generalize the other forks to f ( )g. The testable algorithm, on the other hand, builds its rst
generalization by introdu ing wild ards for those
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2 In fa t one ould impose that the rst and third wild ard
in the example be the same, sin e we assume -testability,
but our notation of transitions does not allow this.
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parts of the forks that are not ommon to all forks;
in our ase this yields the fork f ( )g. This fork
overs the ontext fork ( ) and is therefore not
allowed. The original forks are kept and autiously
generalized towards f ( ) ( )g, none of whi h
over a ontext fork.
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was measured, whi h suggests that adding wildards does not help in this ase. For the small
Shakespeare data, the -testable algorithm performs worse than the g-testable algorithm, somewhat surprisingly given its greater expressiveness.
We suspe t this is due to the fa t that -testible
optimizes two parameters, not only but also .
It is also informative to look at the e e t of
on the pre ision and re all of the indu ed automata.
In Figure 4 these measures are shown for -testable.
As expe ted, automata tend to be ome more spe i
with in reasing . In several ases an optimal value
for an learly be identi ed.
The average training time of the tree-based algorithms varied from 0.5s to 7s in our experiments.
Their theoreti al training time is ( log ) with
the sum of the depths of all example trees, so the
algorithms s ale well. The average extra tion time
per do ument varied from 4 to 14 se onds. The theoreti al time omplexity of the extra tion pro edure
is ( 2 ) with the number of nodes in the do ument, so the approa h does not s ale very well to
very large do uments (in terms of number of nodes).
It is feasible for the type of do uments onsidered
here, though. We should also note that our implementation is a Prolog program and was not optimized for performan e; we expe t it is possible to redu e the extra tion time with a onsiderable onstant fa tor, for instan e by indexing the states of
the automaton.
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Experimental Results

We evaluated our method on some semi-stru tured
data sets ommonly used in the IE resear h (available from http://www.isi.edu/~muslea/RISE/): a
olle tion of web pages ontaining people's onta t
addresses (the Internet Address Finder (IAF) database) and a olle tion of web pages about sto k
quotes (the Quote Server (QS) database). We also
use a subset of the Shakespeare XML dataset (available from http://www.ibiblio.org/bosak/). For full
details of the data sets we refer to Kosala et al.
(2002).
We use riteria that are ommonly used in the
information retrieval resear h for evaluating our
method: pre ision (number of orre tly extra ted obje ts divided by total number of extra tions),
re all (number of orre t extra tions divided by
total number of obje ts present in the answer template), and 1, the harmoni mean of and :
2 ( + ).
Table 1 shows the results we obtained as well
as those obtained by some urrent state-of-the-art
string-based methods: an algorithm based on Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) (Freitag and M Callum, 1999), the Stalker wrapper indu tion algorithm
(Muslea et al., 2001) and BWI (Freitag and Kushmeri k, 2000). We also in lude the results of the
-testable algorithm in (Kosala et al., 2002b) and
the -testable algorithm in (Kosala et al., 2002a).
The results of HMM, Stalker and BWI are adopted from (Freitag and Kushmeri k, 2000). All tests
are performed with 10-fold ross-validation following
the splits used in (Freitag and Kushmeri k, 2000),
ex ept for the small Shakespeare dataset where we
used 2-fold ross-validation.
Table 1 shows the best results of gl-testable with
a ertain that were obtained by ross-validation.
As an be seen, our tree-based methods perform
better in most of the test ases than the existing
state-of-the-art string-based methods. The only exeption is the eld date in the QS dataset where
BWI performs better. Compared to the results of
-testable, the -testable method performs better
in the IAF-alt.name, IAF-organization and small
Shakespeare data. Compared to the results of testable, -testable performs better in the IAFalt.name and IAF-organization data but worse in the
small Shakespeare data.
For the QS data, no di eren e between the
-testable, -testable, and -testable algorithms
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Con lusions

We have argued for the use of tree automata, as opposed to nite automata, for information extra tion
from tree-stru tured do uments su h as web pages
in HTML format. We have des ribed a number of
algorithms for learning su h tree automata from examples (do uments where the elds to be extra ted
are indi ated) and presented experimental results indi ating the performan e of these algorithms on a
few ben hmark tasks. The results on rm our expe tations that exploiting the tree stru ture of do uments is bene ial to the performan e of the information extra tor.
Note that although we have dis ussed tree automata for information extra tion, whi h is indire tly
related to information retrieval, tree automata an
in prin iple just as well be used for the do ument
retrieval task itself, sin e a tree automaton just a epts or reje ts trees (do uments) as a whole. Su h
an approa h would be useful in ases where the riterion for retrieving do uments relies to some extent
on their stru tural properties. We are unaware of
any work investigating the use of tree automata for
this purpose.
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Figure 4: The graphs of F1 s ore vs
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